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TAILGATE SUPPORT & LATCHES
CUSTOM INSIDE SUPPORTS

Show quality, triple chrome plated brass. Use with any latches.
When the gate is closed these point toward the cab.
Supports ............................................0259 ............... $106.00 pr
Support screws, polished stainless ..80260-8 ..............$4.25 kit

CUSTOM TAILGATE INSIDE LATCHES
Latch goes around corner, helps hold bed sides and tailgate
together. Show quality, triple chrome plated over brass casting.
Latch mounts on gate, hook on bed.
Latches ..............................................0260 ............... $125.00 pr
Latch screws, polished stainless .......80260-16 ............$8.50 kit
Spacer, plain steel .............................0260-S .............. $16.95 pr
Spacer, polished aluminum ...............0260-SPA ......... $19.95 pr
For proper alignment many beds need a spacer behind the
latch, we offer it in plain steel, paint to match bed or polished
aluminum to match latch, seems to disappear when installed.
Fits latches on either hook side or latch side, sold in pairs.
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TAILGATE INSIDE LATCHES

USA

Cheaper version of above, polished stainless, very nice.
Latches ..............................................0265-PS ........... $39.95 pr
Latch screws, polished stainless .......80260-8 ..............$4.25 kit
Latch spacers, polished aluminum ....0265-SPA ......... $25.00 pr
LATCH RING PINS ............................80263 ................. $6.50 pr
Locks both latches on this page, polished stainless pin and ring

INSIDE LATCH & SUPPORT STRAPS
Easy install, easy open & close. Can be installed after paint!
Small polished stainless steel brackets attach to inside of
tailgate. Spring loaded catches trimmed in stainless. Install
in stake pocket. Nylon woven support straps with stainless
buckles hold gate without damaging paint. Includes hardware &
instructions.
Polished stainless ..............................0266 ...............$182.50 kit
Straps only, 18”..................................0266-STP ........ $58.50 ea

TAILGATE ROLL THUMB LATCHES

USA

We make 2 sizes as there are different tailgates out there.
Thumb pull is spring loaded and removable for installation.
Inside roll of gate may need cleaned up. We added a notch to
miss the weld. Made from billet aluminum, requires small slot in
gate and small hole in bed side, which is hidden in stake pocket.
Fits gates with 1 1/4” ID roll (most) ....0261-M ............. $89.95 pr
Fits gates with 1” to 1 1/16” ID roll .....0261-T .............. $89.95 pr
Grommets for bed side holes ............80261 ................ $1.00 pr

THUMB LATCHES
For installation below roll. Nice locking feature, made to install
in gate side below roll. Great for gates with bad rolls, are not
round, odd sized or have lots of welding debris. Even Chevys!
Includes template & hardware ...........0261-LK ...........$89.95 set
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